
Product Details

General

Application Typically used in panelboards, switchboards, transformers, control panels,
and similar applications

Material Copper

Number of Holes 2

UPC 621945475496

Dimensions

Dimension - Stud Size inch 3/8 in

Height 1.58 in

Length 2.75 in

Certifications and Compliance

Certification - ETL No

Logistics

Minimum Pack Quantity 1

For further technical assistance, please contact us

BURNDY Headquarters
47 East Industrial Park Drive 
Manchester, New Hampshire 03109

Customer Service Hours:
8 AM - 8 PM Eastern Monday-Friday 
Emergency Service 24-hours/365 Days
Phone: 1-800-346-4175
            1-603-647-5299 (International)

BFB10502TH38E26
by Burndy

Catalog ID: BFB10502TH38E26

Prop 65 Notice

Industry-exclusive Compression Solution for flexible Bus Bar Applications

Industry Exclusive! Only offered by BURNDY®
Eliminates the need to drill through copper sheets, ensuring a cleaner,
fasterinstallation
Full inspectability with the BURNDY® Engineered System
1-hole and 2-hole options available to accommodate spacing
requirements
Most flexible bus bar sizes accommodated
Locator lines on terminals provide for accurate and consistent crimping
UL Recognized to UL67 for Panelboard Equipment
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